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ITINERARY: There are several options as to where you can stay Friday night.  On the
Nevada side, there is Boulder Beach Campground (see below – Camping
fees) or the Railroad Pass Casino (just west of Boulder City, reservation
telephone # 1-800-654-0877) or the Hacienda Casino (about two miles
west of Hoover Dam, reservation telephone # 1-800-245-6380).  Some
people have used campers to stay in the Willow beach parking lot
(against regulations - no campgrounds available) or just pull off the side of
the road.  Last year, the majority elected to stay in Kingman and drive to
Willow Beach early Saturday morning.  This worked very well and is
highly recommended again for this year.  It is a little less than 1½ hours to
drive from Kingman to Willow Beach.  If you do make arrangements to
stay on the Nevada side, be sure to let the Leader know.  The following
are based on Arizona times (Nevada will be one hour earlier):  Rise and
shine early Saturday Morning - 5 AM should be early enough.  Be sure to
give yourself enough time so you are ready to leave for Willow Beach no
later than 5:30 AM.  Everyone should be at Willow Beach ready to board
the vans no later than 7:00 AM.  Vans will depart at 7:15 AM.  All
vehicles will be left at Willow Beach.  We will be transported from
Willow Beach to Hoover Dam for the launch.  Note: New federal
security regulations!!!!  (See below.)

We will camp in Arizona Hot Springs Canyon Saturday night.  There
are two outhouses available there.  We will canoe the remainder of the
river Sunday and exit at Willow Beach around 3:00 PM on Sunday.
You can load your cars up and head home from here.  The earliest you
can expect to leave for Home will probably be 4:00 PM.  Your might
have to make arrangements to stay one more night in case you are too
tired to drive.  If returning to Phoenix, a 10:00 PM arrival would not be
unexpected.

Camping Fees! The Boulder Beach group campsite is $30.00 per night.  If there are
enough people to warrant using the group site, the cost will be split
equally among those camping in it.  Individual camp sites are $10.00
per night per vehicle.  You will be required to pay a $5.00 fee per car
to enter Lake Mead Recreation area to get to Boulder Beach
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Campground.  The phone number to reserve a group site is 702-293-
8533.  Individual sites are on a first come basis.

Hoover Dam Security!!! As of 11/01, Security is randomly searching ice chests and other
equipment before allowing admission to the Dam access road, hence
the much earlier Willow Beach meeting time.  We have to be at the
access road, ready for inspection, one full hour before the launch time.
Photo ID’s are required!!!!  The Bureau has changed the late launch
time from 11 AM to 10 AM Arizona time.

On top of this, a one-hour buffer is needed to account for possible
traffic tie-ups due to increased security imposed on traffic crossing the
Dam.  This is all conspiring to move up the Willow Beach meeting time
by 2½ hours.  We used to meet at 9:30 AM AZ time, but now must
meet at 7:00 AM.  Wait, there’s more!

It is more difficult to cross the Dam right now.  If you stay on the
Nevada side Friday night and hit a traffic snarl Saturday morning trying
to cross back to Arizona, and can not get to Willow Beach in time, they
will not wait.  The only other option then is to meet us at the top of the
Dam access road and load up there.  This will mean leaving your vehicle
on the Nevada side of the Dam.  Then you will have to get someone to
give you a ride back over to retrieve it.  This may be very difficult
because traffic will be at a maximum that time of day and it could
conceivably take two to three hours to go over and back.  Not too
many people are going to want to do this when it is 3 or 4 PM Sunday
afternoon, they are tired from paddling, and they are looking at a 4½-
hour drive back to Phoenix.  The level of Security is impossible to
predict for our trip.  We have to assume it will be at a maximum.

The best solution to avoid as much of the hassle created by the
increased security is to stay in Kingman Friday night.  The drive from
Kingman to Willow Beach is about an hour and a half.  This would
allow you to get to sleep a lot earlier (probably as much as two hours
earlier) and avoid the two Dam crossings.  In past years, one or two
people have slept in their cars at Willow Beach.  However, this is not
allowed and a Ranger did approach them for the first time in 2001.  The
issue was not pressed at that time, but things may be different now.
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Doing this is at your own risk and, I imagine, not very comfortable
sleeping either.

WHAT TO BRING:

F O O D ! For the road trip Friday night, bring some sandwiches, or you can stop
for a hamburger, etc. at one of the towns along the way.

More F O O D ! Breakfast makin’s for Saturday and Sunday mornings.  Plan for quick
breakfasts on Saturday & Sunday mornings, unless you want to get up
real early.  The leader plans to have an early breakfast at the Kingman
Denny’s on Saturday morning.  Lunches for Saturday and Sunday can
consist of sandwiches and cold drinks (BRING PLENTY OF
WATER!!).  Dinner will only be required on Saturday night.  The
Leader will be bringing a small grill with some charcoal in case you
would like to grill your dinner.  Bring a medium to large ice chest for
your drinks and meals.  Bring cooking gear for dinner and breakfast.

PACKING! ALL GEAR MUST BE SECURED TO THE CANOE!

Any items that are not waterproof must be stored in watertight bags
(heavy-duty yard bags work reasonably well) or ammo cans before
being secured.  If you don’t do this, you could loose some very valuable
equipment if you capsize (which has happened in the past).  Bring
plenty of rope and line for tie downs.  Also, bring trash bags to put your
trash in and keep the river clean.

SUN PROTECTION! Tennis shoes, a long-sleeved shirt, suntan lotion (preferably with a sun
screening or blocking agent like para aminobenzoid acid PABA), gloves
(if your hands are soft), hat, sunglasses and a towel.  If you take a
camera, you should have a waterproof bag.
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SLEEPING! Getting a room in Kingman Friday night is highly recommended.  We
will meet at Denny’s (NE corner of Andy Devine Blvd & I-40) for
breakfast around 4:45 AM if you would like to join us.  Be sure to let
the leader know where you plan to stay Friday night.

ROAD TRAVEL: SEE SCANNED MAPS

From Phoenix, by way of Wickenburg via Highway 93 North, the
distance to Kingman is about 183 miles.  From Flagstaff to Kingman,
the distance is about 145 miles via I-40.  Kingman to Willow Beach
and Hoover Dam are an additional 65 and 71 miles respectively via
Highway 93 North.  The Leader will be going to Kingman by way of
Wickenburg.  Assume driving time to Kingman to be 3½ to 4 hours
from Phoenix and 2½ to 3 hours from Flagstaff.

To get to Boulder Beach Campgrounds:  Your base point is the Alan
Bible Visitor Center located at the intersection of Highway 93 and State
Route 166 (Lakeshore Road), about 4 or 5 miles west of Hoover Dam.
Go right (North) on 166 for about 2 miles.  Turn right on the second
paved road you come to.  Once inside the campground, turn left to the
group campsites, or straight ahead for the individual sites.  There is a
self-serve pay booth at the entrance.  You need to figure another 1-1/2
to 2 hours to the campgrounds (or Casinos) from Kingman.  It is then
another 45 to 60 minute drive back to Willow Beach.

CONVOYS If you wish to convoy, please contact me on extension 83-7294 or at
home on (602) 953-9448.  I will see if I can set up a rendezvous for
you or put you in contact with others who want to convoy.

SHUTTLE Two vans will meet us at Willow Beach at 7:00 AM on Saturday
morning and will transport us and our equipment to the Hoover Dam
access road for a 10:00 AM launch.  We will be inspected along the
way so be sure Items B, C, D, and F (as detailed below in Required
Equipment) are readily available.  Plan your wake-up, breakfast, etc.,
so you can be at Willow Beach on time.  It is at least a one hour drive
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from the Boulder beach Campground, either Nevada Casino or
Kingman to get to Willow Beach.

CANOING POINTERS:

Never stand up in your canoe!  To do so will almost always guarantee
a swim in the icy waters.

State Law requires you must wear your life preserver at all times.  One
is included in the rental price.  They are rather bulky and uncomfortable,
so if you would like to bring your own life jacket, that is perfectly OK.

When powerboats go by, point your canoe directly into their wake to
minimize wallowing.  If you should find yourself in the water, stay with
your canoe.  Let folks know you need help.  You can right the canoe,
get in it, kneel down and paddle it to shore with your hands or paddles,
similar to a surfboard.  The water is very cold (52ºF) and hypothermia
can set in swiftly.  So it is important you get out as soon as possible.  In
the past, some of our group who have flipped over in the middle of the
river have been able to get help from some of the numerous power
boats that are constantly going up and down the river.

Now for a few canoe steering notes:  All steering is done from the back
of the canoe.  If the person up front tries to steer, it will really foul things
up.  I know, I tried to steer from the front the first time I was in a canoe
and we hit everything in sight.  Reason?  The person in back can see on
which side of the canoe the forward
person is paddling and can correct for it, but the person up front cannot
see which side the person in back is paddling on.  If both people try to
steer, they inevitably wind up fighting each other.  It is a little easier to
steer the canoe if the heavier person sits in back, but this is not a
necessity.
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A release must be signed by everyone.  Usually, they are signed at
Willow Beach, but this year they are asking for them ahead of time.  All
that sign up will get a release form with their maps.  Please return the
release form immediately so they can be mailed to the canoe rental
company.

DO NOT RUSH!!!  If you paddle constantly without stopping, you
can probably reach Willow Beach in less than 4 hours.  The trip can last
considerably longer by exploring the hot springs and side canyons, or
just by taking frequent dips in the water.

NOTE:  If a headwind develops, the trip can be very tiring, difficult and
cumbersome, not to mention long.

Please stay together!  Never be out of sight of other canoers.  Stay in
groups of at least two.  This is especially important if you capsize.  One
canoe can take the towrope and paddle a capsized canoe, with crew
hanging on, to safety.

The end point of the trip is Willow Beach.  It is easy to recognize, as
there is a boat landing and store.  The rental people will show us where
to get out when we load up on Saturday.

AGAIN, be sure to tie down everything in your canoe and put all
watches, cameras, wallets, etc. in watertight containers.  An old
ammunition can works excellent to keep items from getting wet.

REQUIRED EQUIP. Required safety equipment are: life jackets (supplied by canoe (supplied
by you unless rental company); three paddles per canoe (supplied by canoe rental
otherwise noted) company); B) one bailing bucket (A bailing bucket can be a heavy

duty plastic gallon chlorine or water bottle with the area opposite the
handle cut out in the shape of a scoop, leaving the handle intact for
grasping and for securing it to the canoe so it can’t be lost if you tip
over); C) two 15 ft. ropes to be tied to the front and rear of the canoe
to act as tow lines; D) a flashlight; F) trash bags; and one first aid kit per
group (leader will bring club’s first aid kit).  Each canoe must have the
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above items (except the first aid kit) in order to be launched.  Note: the
Leader will bring extra 15’ towropes and bailing buckets.  Be sure to let
me know if you need either.

CANOE DESCRIPTION The canoes are 17 foot aluminum Grunmans.  They have a center
section that is approximately 36” x 40” for most of your gear.  There
are two smaller sections (size unknown but would guess about 30” x
20”) toward each end that are also available for gear.  The seats are
hard aluminum.  You may want to bring some type of waterproof pillow
or cushion along to sit on.

NOTE:  You are responsible for the rental equipment (canoe, paddles
and life jackets).  If you loose or damage them, the canoe rental
company will charge you.

AMEBA!!! Supposedly, there is an ameba in the hot springs which can cause
severe illness (or death) if it gets up your nose or in your ears so never
put your head under the water when in any of the hot springs. To date, I
have never heard of anyone contracting this.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: The trip could be canceled at the last minute if a gale warning is issued,
but this is very unlikely for the time of year we are going.  In fact, we
have never had a head wind this time of year.

EMERGENCY INFO: If you become lost, or miss the pickup location, Jerkwater Canoe’s
phone numbers are: 520-768-7753 or 1-800-421-7803.  Of course,
be sure to have your information package along with the cell phone
numbers of the participants.  We tried club radios one time, but they
were virtually useless because they had to be kept in water tight
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containers which made them impossible to be heard if some-one was
calling.  We will not be bringing club radios this year.

WEATHER: This time of year will be chilly at night.  So bring appropriate clothing for
evenings.  I don’t know at this time if any rain is likely, but come
prepared just in case.  I will pass on the latest weather forecast via e-
mail as I get them.

HAPPY AND SAFE CANOEING !!! (and may the force be with you)


